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The Space and Geophysics Laboratory, of the Applied Research Laboratories at the University of 
Texas at Austin, has an established ionospheric research program with a mature 3DVAR data 
assimilation code (TRIPL-DA) for ionosphere specification. Ionosphere specifications are limited 
by uncertainties in the background, uncertainties in the data, and uncertainties contributed by the 
computational representation of the underlying algorithms. Mature techniques exist for 
understanding data uncertainties and computational algorithms. However, current ionospheric 
models necessary to populate the background are not well-characterized. The ensemble of models 
technique, now a standard tool in tropospheric weather forecasting, offers a method to better 
quantify the background uncertainties and possibly reduce them as well. Improved understanding of 
background uncertainties will improve the overall fidelity of the output of TRIPL-DA. Using an 
ensemble approach, we capitalize on the relative strengths of several standard climate-based 
ionospheric models (IRI, RIBG, etc.) as a function of the physical space. An improved background 
specification should reduce the overall computational cost of the 3DVAR method, while 
simultaneously showing improvement in the specification of variances (uncertainties). We describe 
the techniques used to create an ensemble out of several incomplete background models, and 
present a comparison of the ionospheric specification for the March 2012 Solar Event for the 
current simple background versus the background produced by the ensemble of models technique. 
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We consider the problem of core dynamics reconstruction, for which we differentiate between 
stochastic and deterministic forces that sustain the flow evolution. The former is associated with the 
impossibility of completely representing the forces as the magnetic field is not resolved at small 
length-scales. An illustration of the latter is the propagation of torsional Afven waves at inter-
annual periods. However, this only concerns a tiny part of the observed geomagnetic secular 
variation (GSV), for which a dynamical understanding still has to be developed.  
This quest requires to build a consistent model for the GSV uncertainties, in order to best extract 
the information contained in magnetic records. If progresses have been made along those lines over 
the past decade, GSV error statistics still need to be improved. Here we propose a stochastic 
approach by which all the prior statistical information about the GSV is formally accounted for, 
through a dense covariance matrix for both measurement and modelling error.  
We give an example in the simplest case where the prior on the flow trajectory is a random walk 
(zero deterministic component), by inverting for flow increments backward in time, starting from 
the best constrained satellite era. The consistency between the flow and GSV priors is discussed. 
We propose an extension of this work where both deterministic and stochastic forces are 
considered, within the framework of data assimilation.  
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For numerical weather prediction, covariance plays a very important rôle in both ensemble and 
variational data assimilation.  This research discusses possible applications of Green's function to 
covariance analysis.   Since Green's function is an integral kernel that  it can be used to solve 
partial differential equations for analysing the spatial statistical behaviour of forecasting error.  By 
analysing error spectral statistics of Green's function, the linkage between the Green's function and 
covariance can be established.  For example, from  the  Helmholtz differential equation for forecast 


